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PADI SCUBA Diving Course
Wish to add some fun in the sun while studying with the Eagle Academy? Learn new skills and gain extra units on top
of your qualification in Sports & Recreation, Fitness or Outdoor Recreation. The Eagle Academy alongside our 3rd Party
Industry Training Partners have developed an exciting set of extra elective packages that may be added onto any of
our Associated Sports/Fitness or Recreation courses.

$600.00 AUD (non-tuition)

$600.00 AUD (non-tuition)

$600.00 AUD (non-tuition)

$600.00 AUD (non-tuition)

PADI OPEN WATER 18m: The PADI Open Water Diver course is the world’s most
popular scuba course, and has introduced millions of people to the adventurous diving
lifestyle. The fun part about this course is . . . well, just about all of it because learning
to dive is incredible. You breath underwater for the first time (something you’ll never
forget) and learn what you need to know to become a certified diver.
PREREQUISITES: You must be able to swim and tread water.
We Supply: All learning materials and tuition, pool fees & all hire gear for the duration
of the course; we even pay for your certification costs with PADI. Includes 4 open
water shore dives.
PADI ADVANCED OPEN WATER DIVER: Exploration, Excitement, Experiences. They’re
what the PADI Advanced Open Water Diver course is all about. And no, you don’t have
to be “advanced” to take it – it’s designed so you can go straight into it after the Padi
Open Water diver course. This course helps you increase your confidence and build
your scuba skills so you can become more comfortable in the water. This is a great way
to get more dives under your belt while continuing to learn under the supervision of
your PADI instructor. This course builds on what you’ve learnt and develops new
capabilities by introducing you to new activities and ways to have fun scuba diving.
PREREQUISITES: You must be a PADI Open Water Diver (or qualifying certification from
another training organization)
We supply: All hire gear for the duration of the course, learning materials, pool fees,
charter costs and certification costs.
PADI RESCUE DIVER: “Challenging” and “rewarding” best describe the PADI Rescue
Diver course. Building upon what you’ve already learned, this course expands on what
you already know about how to prevent problems, and how to manage them if they
occur.
PREREQUISITES: You must have a PADI Advanced Open Water diver certification (or
have a qualifying certification from another organization). Be trained and current for
first aid and CPR within the previous two years.
We supply: Learning materials, pool fees, hire gear and certification costs.

PADI DIVEMASTER COURSE: Looking for the first step in working with scuba as a
career? Your adventure into the professional levels of recreational scuba diving begins
with the PADI Divemaster program. Working closely with a PADI Instructor, in this
program you expand your dive knowledge and hone your skills to the professional
level. PADI Divemaster training develops your leadership abilities, qualifying you to
supervise dive activities and assist instructors with student divers.
PREREQUISITES: You must be 18 years old, A PADI Advanced Open Water Diver(or
qualifying certification from another training organization),A PADI Rescue Diver(or
qualifying certification from another training organization),An Emergency First
Response Primary and Secondary Care(or qualifying first aid and CPR training from
another organization) course completion within the past 24 months, have at least 40
dives to begin the course and 60 for certification, be fit for diving and submit a Medical
clearance signed by a physician within the last 12 months.
We supply: Learning materials, pool fees, and certification costs. Equipment can be
hired for an additional cost.
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Surfing Packages
Wish to add some fun in the sun while studying with the Eagle Academy? Learn new skills and gain extra units on top of your
qualification in Sports & Recreation, Fitness or Outdoor Recreation. The Eagle Academy alongside our Professional Industry
Training Partners, Broadbeach Surf School, have developed an exciting set of “extra elective surfing courses” designed to be
rewarding, challenging, fun and inspiring. Build confidence through understanding as you continue to develop your surfing skills
and gain a respect for the ocean environment.

$400.00 AUD (non-tuition)

Package 1) For the beginner-Intermediate surfer wishing to build confidence in the
ocean and better your skills and understanding of surfing. Learn how to plan a surfing
activity, select the correct surfing equipment, choose a safe location for your abilities,
assess weather and environmental information to ascertain possible conditions and
their effect on the activity, understand surf environments, including types and features
of waves and rips, and how to safely avoid these when surfing, the effect of wind, tide,
swell and ocean floors on surf conditions and appropriate responses, surf survival and
self rescue techniques to maintain personal safety, emergency and rescue procedures
appropriate for the craft and location, enter and exit the water safely, manoeuvre the
craft , paddle efficiently, wipe out procedures, catch and ride a wave and evaluate your
sessions.
Units Gained:
SISOSRF201A Demonstrate surf survival and self rescue skills
SISOSRF202A Demonstrate basic surfing manoeuvres in controlled conditions
Duration:

$800.00 AUD (non-tuition)

10 x (2 hour) Surfing classes.

Package 2) For the surfer wishing to build confidence in the ocean and better your
skills and understanding of surfing to an Intermediate level. Learn how to plan a
surfing activity, select the correct surfing equipment, choose a safe location for your
abilities, assess weather and environmental information to ascertain possible
conditions and their effect on the activity, understand surf environments, including
types and features of waves and rips, and how to safely avoid these when surfing, the
effect of wind, tide, swell and ocean floors on surf conditions and appropriate
responses, surf survival and self rescue techniques to maintain personal safety,
emergency and rescue procedures appropriate for the craft and location, enter and
exit the water safely, manoeuvre the craft , paddle efficiently, wipe out procedures,
catch and ride a wave, Demonstrate intermediate surfing techniques and intermediate
surfing manoeuvres on intermediate waves at intermediate surfing locations and
evaluate you sessions
Units Gained:
SISOSRF201A Demonstrate surf survival and self rescue skills
SISOSRF202A Demonstrate basic surfing manoeuvres in controlled conditions
SISOSRF303A Perform intermediate level surfing manoeuvres
Duration:

20 x (2 hour) Surfing classes.

